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ABSTRACT
Natural , efficient communication depends upon shared representations. C urrent 3-D graphics systems, however, use representations that are quite distant from that which people
use. The result is that construction of 3-D models is much
like programming: meticulous translation from the persons'
internal representation to the machines' representation. We
argue that a constructive solid geometry representation that allows stereotyped deformations and statistical specification closely
parallels peoples' internal representation. Such correspondence
allows fast, "natural" 3-D modeling; this is especially important in the initial stages the design process where a "sketching"
capability is more important than the ability for precise controi of
details. We describe and evaluate an interactive system that uses
such a representation . The system demands real-time interaction;
to support I.hi s on 68020-c1ass machines we develop a linear-time
hidden line algorithm , so that the hidden-line calculation requires
only slight,ly more time than is needed to draw the lines.

1

Sketching versus Detailing

The di stinction between sketcbing and detailing is important in underst,anding how people create a 3-D model. For instance, engineers typically sketch a new part using paper and pencil , and then give the sketch to a draftsman who uses a CAD system to complete the detailed specification of the model. Similarly,
anim ators sket.ch out scenes and actions before drawing careful
renditions of the sequence. The reason that people standardly
divide the design process into two stages - each employing its'
own media - is that there are two conflicting sets of requirements: the initial design of a 3-D model (i.e., 3-D sketching)
demands the ability for quick, general-purpose, and natural interaction , while the final drafting or rendering stage demands the
abi lity for detailed, precise control.
Most current 3-D graphics systems have the wrong "control
knobs" for the initial, sketching phase of the design process; that
is, the things you would like to do when "roughing in" a 3-D model
aren 't usually easy to do. This makes things difficult; you have
to approach the task of modelling a shape in a planned, methodical manner, much as a programmer approaches the problem of
constructing a program 1 Because you have to carefully plan your
interaction with the machine, hoth engineers and graphic artists still sketch shapes on paper before attempting to use a 3-D
modeling system .
The use of paper for sketches and computers for final models
is bad for exactly the same reasons that the use of paper for final
models is bad: lack of flexibility, unneeded duplication of effort,
no library of previous drawings, and so forth. In an attempt
to address these problems we set out to develop a 3-D modeling
language, user interface, and rendering system that is sufficiently
"natural" and interactive that people would choose to sketch
shapes on the computer rather than sketching them out on paper.
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The idea, then, was to develop a tool that allows the user
to very qui ckly build or moo l'y a 3-D model; to replace the pencil and paper. A user wO Il ,d directly sketcb 3-D form on the
computer , playing with t he shape until it looks right , rather
th an approaching the modeling task as one of entering a carefully predefin ed model into the computer. An engineer would
qui ckly "sketch" a new part directly on the computer, playing
wi tl: it unt il it. satisfi ed him . An animat.or would "sket.ch" a scene
and, Claym ation-like, interactively modify the scene so as to step
throu gh key points in an action sequence . In both cases, once
we are satisfi ed wit.h t.his "sketch model," we can then invest the
t.im e t.o carefully fill out the models ' details using a system that
is speciali zed for that particular task.
We wa nt, therefore , a tool that is not specialized to any
one app lic ation domain but, like pencil and paper, is equally
applic able to any 3-D modeling task. And further , like pencil
and paper , we want this modeling tool to be generally available:
i.e., cheap enough to sit one on everyones' desk, so that they will
actually use it.

1.1

The Design of a Graphics System

We have implemented our solution to these problems
in a system called SuperSketch (named for "sketching" and
"superquadrics") , which provides an environment for interactively sketching and rendering 3-D models. The specific major
design criteria for SuperSketch were :
(I) Represe ntation : The system must have a communication met a phor (l anguage) that closely matches the way people
naively think about and discuss shape, to promote easy, natural
communic ation between the user and the machine .
(2) Interaction: The system must have an interaction interfac e that allows users to attain a level of "effortless" interactive
control simil ar to that of an engineer or artist sketching in pencil.
(3) Efficiency and Accessability : If it is to be truely useful, the syst.em must be efficient enough to allow "real-time" line
drawings and r apid full color renderings on a computer inexpensive enough to sit on everyones' desk; e.g., a Motorola 68020-c1ass
machine wi t hout additional hardware.
In t.he following sections of this paper we will discuss how
we have sought t o meet each of these design criteria.

2

Representation

The process of constructing and animating a 3-D model
is a process of communication between the machine and the
human operator. Because communication depends upon having a shared representation of the sit.uation, the development of
natural , "effortless" methods for constructing and animating 3-D
shapes depends upon ha\'ing a representation that is isomorphic
to that which people use. When the representation used by the
machine doesn 't match the way the human operator thinks of
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ematic al version of the "parts" that people use to think about
3-D shape, we could construct a graphics system that wouldn't
require the user to be a programmer: it wouldn't require him to
t raml at.e from th e way be thinks of the problem to the way the
comput.er represe nts the problem.
2.2

Figure 1. (a) A chair ; naive s ubj ects typi cally describe t h is as b ei ng
ro r me d rro m B oolea n .c o m binatio ns or appro pri a t ely derormed m od el ing
Prlm ltl\·C,. (b) a sam p ling or the basiC ro rm. all owed. (c) d.rormat ions or
t hese for ms.

th e process. we ge t wh at I call the "Etch-A-Sketch problem2
th e syste m has th e wrong control knobs

2.1

.n

Man-machine interaction: building 3-D models

As an illustr ati on of why the way you represent a scene is
impor ta nt , imagine (.hat you were looking at a chair such as is
show n in Figure )( a) , and trying to figure out how to build a
3-D model of it. Wh en people verbally describe the shape of this
ch air, th ey ty pica lly [1 ,2] say things like
"\ Vell , t he back of a chair is a sort of squarish, thin thing
t hat. has bee n bent slightly. The bottom of the chair is
t,he sa me bu t t hi cker, and rotated 90°. The legs are l()ng
re~ tangul ar t hings st uck into the bottom of the chair, and
People d escribe shapes in terms of combining "parts" to
form prototypes, and in terms of certain standard deformati()ns
of those parts and prototypes. If the computer understood such
desc riptions, th en you could enter the above description of a chair
direc tly. You could construct a 3-D model almost as easily as you
could produce a verbal description.
T ypically, however, the representation the computer uses is
morc li ke s pl iD es or polygons , so to enter the model you must
adjust spline cont rol points or enter polygons vertices to obtain
a sha pe t hat matc hes your mental image of the desired form.
Unfortun ately, people do not "see" or (normally) think of objects
in term s of polygo ns or splines. Thus the user is forced to carefully (an d labori ously ) tr anslate between his mental concept of
the shape and t he co mputers' representation - to "program" in
the base lang uage that the computer uses.
Thus we can liken building a 3-D model on most current
d ay 3-D grap hics systems to programming a computer in machine
language: you ca n do anything, but it is often quite laborious, Nor
will an elabor at e hu man interface help much : such an interface
is like prov idi ng t,he progra mm er wi t h an assembly language and
stepping de bugge r . Such tools are much better than machine
la ngu age, bu t as long as the basic representation is unnatural for
t he user th ey still fall short of providing the advantages of a high
level langu age.
Thus it seems th at if we could discover a concrete, math-
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Animation

Similar problems arise when we turn from the problem of
building 3-D models to the problem of animating them. Polygonal
representations, for instance, are too fine grain for ease of
manipulation; often the path of each polygon must be separately
controlled to produce natural motion. Similarly, spline representati()ns have the problem that non-rigid motions require a very
difficult-to-compute interpolation of the spline parameters.
These difficulties arise because the grain size of the representations doesn 't match grain size of the problem. Points in the
world are not, typically, independent of each other - as they appear in fine-grain ed polygonal representations - they often move
in concert , rigidly or elasticly. Larger grain representations such
as splines or Constructive Solid Geometery (eSG) systems have
the opposite problem , as they assume the relationship between
points to be fix ed : animators, unfortunately, often want objects
to move elastirly, and to stretch or com press.
For anim ation we need to have a representation that
mat·ches the gr ain size of the problem. The disciplines of
mechanic s, dynamics and kinematics provide a suggestion about
how (0 represe nt obj ec ts for animation, for they represent objects
as fixed, solid bodies (.hat undergo translation, rotation and elasti c or in elastic deform ation .
To model a bl ade of grass bending in the wind, for example,
we would probably fir st take our polygon or spline description and
find a simple mat.hcmatical model that was "similar", e.g., a rigid
rod . We would th en compute the deformation caused by the wind
pushing evenly al ong the length of the rod , and then finally map
(h at deform ation back to the polygon or spline representation of
the actu al shape. It is obvious that things would be simpler if our
origin al representation for the blade of grass were the same one
we used for compu t ing the parameters of the bending motion;
e.g" a single mathematical object, like the rod, that could then
be deformed and rendered directly.
As a more complicated example , consider the modeling of
vibration al modes in the animation of biological forms . Muscles,
joints and flesh are el astic , and 50 realistic biological motion must
include bouncing and elastic deformat ion as well as translation
and rotation ; perh aps the best illust ration of this is found in Wait
Disneys' movies, e,g. , t,he dancing dwarfs in "Snow White and the
Seven Dw arfs. "
When analy zing t he vibration al modes of objects, the stand ard proceedure is to break complex shapes into the union of
simple convex sha pes whose compress ion, extension and bending
may be separately considered. Thus if we represent our shapes
as unions of convex form s with lat.er deformations - similar to
the "parts" that people naturally use to describe shape - we
will be more eas ily a ble to describe, compute, and constrain the
par ameters of motion beca use they will be r elatively simple funct ions of the descrip(,ion . That is, a part-by-part description will
provide the right "control knobs" for computing the parameters
of mot ion .
In summ ary , then, the fact that a "part" description
is the basis for bo(,h peoples' naive notions of form and for
mec ha ni cs/dynami cs /kinematics makes it seem likely that we
can develop a descripti ve voc a bulary that will allow us to accur at,ely model th e world in term s of parts: a param et.erized set
of volumetric primi t ives th at, in relat ively simple combination,
can be used to form rou gh- and-ready models of the objects in
our world and how th ey behave. If we can develop such partlike modelling prim i(,ives t hen no t only will animation become
easier , but t he problem of building 3-D models will become easier
because peo ple seem (·0 t hink a bout sha pe in term s of such part
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descript.ions. The fir st. quest ion t·o be answered, t.herefore, is wb at
is t bc not.ion of "a part" t. bat. people use!
2.3

People: Parts and Collective Abstractions

A co nsider ab le amo unt is known about bow people conceptuali ze 3-D sha pe. For insta nce, we have found tbat tbe chair examp lc above is a gene ral phenominon - i.e ., people desc ribe form
in term s of com bin ations of component part.s, which in t urn ar e
desc ribed as modifications of sta nd ard prototypes. This sort of
struct urin g of im age ry was fir st ex plored hy th e class ic al Gestalt
sc hool of percept ual psychology [3,4], and today is the subj ect
matter of a lively sc hool of investigating human perception [5,6,7J.
Indeed, such a part-based, prototype-and-modification descripti ve system seems to be common to all human spatial reasoning;
the classic work by Rosch [8], for instance, supports this view:
she showed t hat even primitive New Guinea tribesmen (who appear to have no concept of regul ar geometric shapes) form the
geometric prototypes in much the same manner as people from
other cu lt urcs, and describe novel shapes in terms differences from
these prototypes.
Nor is t.his purely a cogni tive phenominon. When im ages
are stabilized on t.be retina, for instance, t hey seem to disappear
because low-l evel mechan isms in the human visual system suppress anyt hin g t.hat docs n't move. [This is why you don 't see
th e veins in you r retina. J What is interesting is that this disap pearance does n't occu r uniformly , hut rat her affects things in
chunks: whol e "par ts" of objects fade and return , rat her than
line segme nts, random patches, or whole objects [9,lOJ
The central consensus of this research is that people see
part bound ari es as occ uring at places of extremal curvature or
at inflect.ions 3 ; this leads to a characterization of 3-D parts as
being Boolea n combinations (specific ally or's and not 's) of convex
"blobs" [11 ,12J. Wh en t here are specialized cues that indicate
that two portions of a fi gure share a common history - e.g.,
pronouccd ax es of ~ym metry, parallelism , etc. - the human
visua l system groups t hese portions together into a single "part"
[6,13, 14J . Thus we must allow certain stereotyped deformations
of our convex blobs to still be considered as a single "part." But
which deform ations?
We have found that in verbal descriptions of unfamiliar
im agery (electron microscope images) people commonly employ
a limi ted set. of deformations: bending, tapering, and twisting
[I,2 ,14J. We can also add ress thc question of which deformations
arc allow ab le by exam ining t he r ange of image cues •.hat support
the perception of a "deformed part." "Vhen we do this we find
that the most im por tant grouping cues - symm etry and parallelism - all ow reliab le inference of bending and tapering, and
perh aps of twisting in t he case of square-edged or ruled form s
[6, 13J. Tbus we will ado pt bending, tapering and twisting a., our
sole allowable ·deformations.
Complex natural surfaces. Things seem to happen som ewhat different.ly, however, for complex natural form s such as
clouds or mountains, perh a ps because such natural shapes simply
ha\'e too much det.ail to completely rememher, and the details
are t.oo vari a blc across instances of the same type of object.
Ex periment s in hum an memory [1 5J suggest that for complex surfaces, e.g .. a crumpled newpa per , people seem to ahstr act out a
rew propcrti cs such as "cr umpledness" and a few major features
of the shape such as t.hc gener al outline. The rest of the struc t ure
is ignored; it is unimportant, ra ndom.
The fr act.al-li ke stochastic representations recent ly deve loped in corn put.er graphics mimic t.his sort of abstr action of
qu ali tat ive properties like "cru mp ledness" by letting us qualitat.ive ly descr ibe th c morass of dctails by means of a statist ic al
process.
I nt e r e~ t. in g l y, wc have found that t he parameters of these
stoc bas t. ic processcs have a surpri sing amount of psyc hologi cal
reali t.y. Wc havc shown [1 6, 17]' for instance, showing that
peoples' perception of "rougbn ess" versus "smoothness" varies
as a linea r fun ct io n of the surface's fr actal scaling parameter
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["fr act.al dimension" ]. This res ult indicates that represe ntations
that incorporate such stoc hast ic models are a start towards
duplicat.ing t.he sort of physically meaningful abstraction of shape
t hat peo ple accomp lish.
2.4

A Representational System

The above considerations lead us to the following representation al system, a system that we have found competent to
accurately describe an extensive variety of natural forms (e.g. ,
people, mountains, clouds, trees), as well as man-made forms,
in a succinct and natural manner. The idea behind this represe ntational system is to provide a vocabulary of models and
operations that will allow us to model our world as the relatively
simple composition of component "parts," retreating to statistical
description when the complex ity of the scene becomes too large
for convien ient manip ulation .
The most primitive notion in this represention is analogous
to a "lump of cl ay," a modeling primi t ive that may he deformed
and shaped , but which is intended to correspond roughly to our
naive perceptual notion of "a part."
For this basic modeling element we use a parameterized
fam ily of shapes known as a superquadrics [18,19J, which are
described (adopting the notation COS" = C~, sinw - Sw) by the
following equ at ion :
C" C" )
X(", w) = ( C~'S~
S"'1

\\' here X( 7J , w) is a three-dimensional vector that sweeps out
a surface paramete ri zed in lat itude" and longitude w, with the
surface's sha pe controll ed by the parameters e) and e2. This
fam ily of fun ctions includes cubes, cylinders, spheres, diamonds
and pyramidal shapes as well as the round-edged shapes intermediate between these standard shapes. Some of these shapes are
illustrated in Figure I(b). Superquadrics are, therefore, a superset of the modeling primitives commonly used in eSG systems.
These basic "lumps of clay" (wit.h various symmetrie:! and
profiles ) are used as protot.ypes that ar e t hen deformed by stretching, bending, twist in g or taper ing, and then combined using
Boolcan operat.ions to form new, complex prototypes t hat m ay,
recursively , again be su bjected to deformation and Boolean combin ation. As an example, the chair in Figure I( a ) was constructed
in much t he manner t hat we have found people describe thi~
shape: t he back and seats are rounded-edge superquadric "cubes"
that ar e fl atte ned along one ax is, and then bent. somewhat to accommodate the rounded hum an form , etc .
T he mathematical basis for this portion of the descriptive
language was originally developed by Barr [20J, although he did
not envi sion it as the bas is of a general purpose modeling language. Noneth eless, his work has let us develop a vocahulary
of form that closely mimics human notions of part structure
and is consider ab ly more powerful than traditional eSG r epresentations.
To illustr ate the f1exihlity of this representation, consider
the range of basic superqu adric sha pes, as shown in Figure I(b).
Already this is a superset of traditional modeling primitives, as it
includes rounded shapes as well as traditional Platonic solids. By
allowing t he deformations t hat people employ in verbal descriptions - stretching, bending, tapering and twisting - we greatly
expand the r ange of primitives allowed , as shown in Figure l(c).
Still , the most powerful notion in this language is t hat of allow ing Boolea n co mbination of t he primi t ives. This intuiti vely att r active eSG approac h - building specific object descript.ions by
a pplying the logical set operations "or" and "not" to component
par ts - int.roduces a language-like generative power t hat allows
t. he creation of a t remendous variety of form , as is illustrated by
t he fig ures in this paper.
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~Ig u r e 3 .
Th e Supe rSketc h vie wpo r ts. The le h vi ewport is a n interactive
View ?r th ~ sce ne ~'th ,hidden hn e::; ,rem o ved (the linea r-time hidden su d ace
3.1go rlthf!1ls described In t he rollowln,g sec ti on). The right viewpo rt is mor e
like a wlre rr ame model. so that o bjects a re not los t to t he use rs ' vi e w.

The ability to fix part icular "lumps" within a given shape
pr ovides an elegant way to pass from a qualitative model of a
surface to a quantitative one - or vice versa. We can refi ne a
general model of the class "a mountain" to produce a model of a
particular mountain by fixing the position and size of the largest
lum ps used to bui ld the surface, whi le still leaving smaller detai ls
only statistically spec ified. Or we can ta ke a very specific model
of a shape, discard t he smaller co nstituent lumps after calculating
their statistics, and obtain a model that is less detailed than the
original but which is st.ill appears qualitatively correct.
Fig ure .2: (al· (cl sho w the constr uct ion or a rr actal shape by success ive additio n of s mallf>r and smaller featu r es wi th number o f reatures al'ld
amplitudes described by the r atio J fr. (d) Spherical shapes

2.5

Complex inanimate forms

To show how we may integrate the "part" represe ntat,ion
di sc ussed above with th e textural abst.ractions needed to describe
complex forms , let us first investigate a model of 3-D texture
widely used in the I!raDhic~ community: fr actal Brownia n funct ions.
We r andom ly place n 2 large bumps on a plane (where
n is a constant chosen so that the bumps adequately fill out the
pl ane), giving the bumps a Gaussian dist.ribution of altitude (with
vari ance 0- 2 ) , as see n in Figure 2(a). We then add to that 4n 2
bumps of half t he size, and altit ude variance (72,2 . as shown in
Figure 2(b). We continue with 16n 2 bumps of one quarter the 5ize,
and altitude 0- 2 ,4 , then 64 n 2 bumps one eighth size, and altitude
(7 2 r 6 and so forth . The final res ult, shown in Figure 2(c) is a true
Brownian fr actal shape. The validit.y of this construction does
not depend on the particular shape of the superquadric primitives
employed; the only co nstr aint is that the sum must 611 out the
Fourier dom ain .
Different shaped lumps will , however, giv(' different appear ance or texture to t he resul t ing fr actal surface: this construction, t herefore, lets us generalize t be standard fractal constructive tec hniques t.o produce surfaces with varying lacunarity, etc .
One particularly efficient way to produce such shapes is by convolution of appropriately scaled kern els over arrays filled with
random noise 4 .
When the placement and size of these superquadric lumps
is random , we obtain the classical Brownian fractal surface that
has bee n the subj ec t of much previous research. Wben the
larger components of this sum are matc hed to a particular object,
however , we obtain a desc ription of that object that is exact to
the level of detail enco mpassed by the specified components.
Th is makes it possible to spec ify a global shape while retaining a qualitative, statistical desc ription at smaller scales: to
describe a complex natur al form suc h as a cloud or mountain, we
s pecify the "lumps" down to tbe desired level of detail by fixing
the larger elements of this sum , and then we specify only the
fr actal stat.ist.ics of the smaller lumps thus fixing the qualitative
appear anc e of the surface . Figure 2(d) illustrates an example 01
such desc ription . The overall shape is that of a spher e; to this
spec ified large-scale sha pe, smaller lumps were added randomly.
The smaller lumps were added with six different choices of,. (i .e.,
six differ ent choices of fr actal stat.ist.ics) resulting in six qualitatively different surfaces - eac h with the same basic spherical
shape.
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Interaction

The first design criterion of our system is a representation
(metap hor) t hat is natural to the human user.
The previous section described t he metaphor used in this system: that
of build ing obj ects from cl ay. a descriptive strategy people
oft,e n spo ntan eo usly use and whi c h (,hey find natural, usi ng our
sUJl erqu adric-based analogy to (.he human per cep tual notion of
"parts." T hus the syst.em prese nts the user wi th "lumps" of
plia ble mal,eri al (like clay) that may then be formed by changing tbe paramet.ers of t he part-like primitives (e.g., modifying
tbe squareness-roundness, lengt h, amo unt of bending, etc.), and
finally. combined " w~th oth"er ~arts of t he scene using boolean
operat.lons (e.g., or and not ).
The second design criterion of our system is t hat it have a
user interface that all ows users to attai n a level of "effortless" intNact ive co nt rol simil ar to tbat of an engin ee r or artist sket.ching
in pencil.
To provide acc ur ate, complet.e r eal-t ime interactive
feedback of the state of t he 3-D model under const.ruction , we
decided to em ploy two enginee ring-style or thographic views (x-y
and y-z) of line dr aw ing sketches of the scene. This is shown in
Figure 3. All hidd en lines are r emoved in the x·y view (Iabeled
"sketch of sce ne"), but in the "y-z view" only external facing
surfaces are rendered , i.e., objects are see n as "tr ansparent"
wireframes, with only back-fac ing or intersecting port ions of the
wireframe removed . This partial hidd en·surface presentation
prevents objects from being lost to the users' view. Objects can
be moved, deformed, etc., and redisplayed using a two-hundred
triangle line-drawing approximation to the underlying analytical
form in about onc-eighth of a second, thus providing the perception of smooth , "real-time" motion and deformation.

4

Efficiency and Accessability

Ce ntral 1,0 the user 's impression of interactivity and
"naturalness" is t he real-time display of the current state of the
3-D mod el. Unfortun ately, t his requ irement is in direct conflict
wi th the criterion t hat our system run on Motorola 68020-class
machines.
Polygon- based algorithms are fund amentally order n log n
in the number of polygons , and z-buffcr techniques, although
li near in the number of polygons, are also linear in t he number
of pixels. I"urther. as we require the abil ity to perform Boolean
co mbin ations of ou r par t primitives, we must also add in time
for conversion to a standard polygon represent.ation, which is
typically order 71 2 • Thus achieving real-time display on t hese
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machines seems impossible with currE'nt algorithms, because their
fundam ental corn put at ional corn plexity.
We have therefore dcycloped a hidd en line algorithm t.hat is
lin ea r in thc numbE'r of polygons being modified. It is, as far as we
hayc been a ble to det ermine , the only example of an in cremental,
lin ear-l im e a lgo rithm othe r than z-bufTer algoritbms 6 . This algarithm ma~' be yi ewcd as an a nalytical ,-ersion of ray casting 1221.

5

Human Interaction P erfor mace

We have set out to build a system that permits a user to
quickly sketc h a very wide range of form. How well have we really
done! There are two ways to answer this question: One, have
we developed a representation/metaphor that supports natural
man-machine inter actio n! , and two, have constructed a system
that permits quick , res ponsive modeling of form!' Although we
have not yet done the sort of careful psyc hophysical testing that
motivated our de"elopm ent of the rep resentatio n, we can give a
s ubi ect ive eva luation and a few quantiative benchmarks; t hese
are ' report ed below.
A natural vocabulary?
\Ve have found that, as a rule, whe n
we try to model a particular 3-D form using this system we
nal ur ally tend to desc ribe the shape in a manner that corresponds to t hc organization our perceptual apparatus imposes
upou I he image, eyen to m::lking the distinctions standardly made
in English. That is, the comp"nents of the description match
one- ta-one with our naive perceptual notion of the "par ts" in the
figur e.

For insta nc e, Figure 4 shows how the fac e is formed from
the 1300lean s um of seve ra l different primitives . The basic form
for the head is a sl igh tly tapered ellipso id . To this basic form is
added a somewh at cubical nose, bent pancake-like primitives for
cars, hcnt t hin ellipso ids for lips, and almond-shaped eyes, as is
show n in Figure 4(a). Figu re 4(b) show the addition of rounded
cheeks and a sli ght ly pointed chin (is this Yoda from Star Wars!) ,
and finally Figure 4(c) shows the addition of a squarish forehead
and slightly fr acta lized ha ir.
.
.
. .
The smoot hly shaded resu lt is shown ID Figure 4(d) - It IS
a reaso nably accur ate hum a n head, composed of only [9 primitives, spec ifi ed by slightly less than 130 b~tes o.f infor.m~tion . The
two scenes shown in Figure 5 are deSCribed ID a Similarly concise natura l fash ion. Figu re 5(a) contains only 56 primitives, or
abo~t 500 parameters/bytes of information. Figure 5( b) contains
on ly 100 primitives (about 1000 parameters/bytes of i.nformation) dcspite the considerable detailing in the faces (see Figure 4).
One shou ld remember that this represe ntation is Dot in any way
tai lored for desc ribing the human form: it is a general-purpose
vocabulary.
The ext reme brevity of these descriptions is evidence of
thei r "natura lness." We also note that this brevity makes many
otherwise difficult tasks relatively simple, e.g., even NP-complete
problems can be easily solved when the size of the problem is
small enough. For instance, in a nimation one would like to be able
to spec ify constraints like "x does not intersect y," "x attached
to y, " or even "x s upports y." \Vben even complex scen.es ~an
be described by r elatively few "parts" the problem of satlsfYlllg
co nstr aints can be made tractab le.
A quick, responsive system?
The cor;espondence ~etween
t he oruanization of d esc riptions made in th iS representation and
huma; perceptual organization neans that it is easy to "see" how
to assemble a 3-D model. It also means that we try to modify
or animate an existing model we will likely find that the changes
we have to make are a simple function of the parameters of our
model, rather than being, e.g., ~ome hard-ta-compute property
of a collection of polygons or sphnes.

Because th is part- based representation seems to have the
right "control knobs" for manipulating 3-D m~dels, ~t provides
the basis for surprisingly effortless interactIOn: It took a
moderately skilled operator less than a hal f- hour to assemble the
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Figure 4.

Building a face .

face in Figure 4, about. five minutes to create the chair in Figure
[ , and less than four hours eac h (including coffee breaks) to make
the im ages in Figure 5. Much of this speed is due to the brevity
of the final desc riptions: to build the sce ne in Figure S( a), for
instance, requires positioning the mouse on ly 500 times
This performance is in rather stark contrast to more tradition al 3-D modeling systems that might require several days to
build up a complex scenes suc h as shown in Figure 5. This
perform ance, perhaps more than any other statistic that could
be given, illustrates how the close match between this representational system and the perceptual organization employed by
hum an operators facilitates e ffective man-machine communication.

6

Summary

Man-machine interaction requires a representation that correc tly d esc ribes the perct'ptual organization people impo~e on the
st imulus. We have, t herefore, presented a representatIOn that
has proven competent to acc urately describe an extensive variety
of natural forms (e.g. , peo ple, mountains, clouds, trees), as well
as ma n-m ade form s, in a s uccinct and natural manner. The approach t.aken in this represe ntational system is to desc ribe .scene
st ructu re in a manner that is like our naive perceptual notion of
"a part, " and to allow qualitative desc~iption of c~ mplex su:f~ces
by means of physically- and psychologlcally-meaDlnful statistical
abstractio ns.
To implement this system we have devised a user interface
that allows the user to assemble forms in a natural manner ,
without having to be conscous of t he details of either compu.ter
or program , and without having to move his hands unnessarlly.
This interface requires real- time feedbac k; to support this we have
devised a linear-time hidden line algorithm that allows real-time
display of two engineerin g views of the sce ne on a 68020-c1ass
machine without need for special hardware.
Eac h of the component par ts of this represe ntation - superqu adric "lumps," d eform at ions, Boolean combination, and the
recursive fr actal construction - have been previously suggested
as elements of various shape descriptions , usually for other purposes. The contribu tion of t his paper is to bring all of these
se parate desc ripti ve elements together as a th?ory of human ~er
ceptual organization, an d use them as the basiS for m~n-machllle
interaction. In par t icular , we believe that the followlllg are the
important contributions this paper make toward solving the problems building and anim a ting 3-D form s:
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• We have demonstrated that this representational system
is able to accurately describe a very wide range of natural
and man-made forms in an extremely simple , and therefore useful , manner .
• We have found that descriptions couched in this represe ntation are similar to people's (n aive) verbal descriptions and appear to match people's (naive) perceptual
notion of "a part."
• We have found that by using the fractal construction with
various primitive elements and fractal scal.ing para~e~ers
we can mimic the sort of physically-meanmful statistical
ahstraction that people seem to employ when describing
the shape of complex surfaces.
• And finally, we have shown that desc.r~ptions framed in ~he
representation have markedly facilitated man-machlDc
communication about both natural and man-made 3-D
structures. It appears, therefore, that this representation
gives us the right "control knobs" for discussing and
manipulating 3-D forms.
.
Finally, however, we believe that the representational
framework presented here is not complete. It seems clear that
additional modeling primitives, such as branching structures [241
or particle systems [251, will be required .to model the. way pe~ple
think about objects such as trees, hair! fire , or rlve~ r~~lds.
Our future work will involve the integratIOn of these primitives,
together with time and motion primitives, into the framework
that we have presented here.
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